NEWS RELEASE

Interoperability Achieved!

_Intraway and Casa Systems team up to demonstrate multi-level orchestration of virtual CCAP and remote PHY over a virtual network infrastructure. The collaboration advances and validates the CableLabs’ SDN/NFV Application Development Platform and OpenStack (SNAPS™) project designed to provide a common framework for MSOs virtualization efforts._

Miami, FL - August 1, 2018 - At CableLabs Summer Conference 2018, Intraway and Casa Systems will showcase their collaborative working proof of concept that facilitates multi-level orchestration of a virtual Converged Cable Access Platform (vCCAP) and Remote PHY over a virtual network infrastructure.

Infrastructure elasticity has been a challenge for cable operators – where automatic provisioning and configuration of distributed virtual infrastructures and network elements is essential. With the Intraway/Casa Systems collaboration, the cable industry can now solve one of virtualization’s greatest challenges – NFV interoperability.

At next week’s event, Intraway and Casa Systems will demonstrate how Casa’s Axyom™ vCCAP operates in a true NFV environment by interfacing with Intraway’s Symphonica Orchestrator using native NETCONF / YANG APIs. Casa’s Axyom vCCAP enables highly flexible, standards-based virtualized DAA deployments with open APIs for service orchestration.

In addition to creating the pathway to NFV, Intraway’s multi-level orchestration of a virtual network infrastructure supports Distributed Access Architectures (DAA). The Intraway solution manages the complexity of the orchestration processes required to deploy the distributed platforms, supporting high-volumes of transactions efficiently with zero-touch service order management.

“Intraway and Casa Systems are demonstrating how multi-level orchestration simplifies decentralized platform installation and setup, as well as complex fulfillment flows needed to deploy and configure vCCAPs and RPDs. Basically, you can automate once and run anywhere,” shared Steve Marsh, Intraway’s CTO.

“Service providers are looking for ways to reduce network complexity and automate complex processes,” said Jerry Guo, CEO at Casa Systems. “This innovative proof of concept marks another milestone in Casa’s strategy to help service providers evolve their cable access networks and more quickly realize the benefits of distributed, virtualized infrastructures.”
Visit Intraway and Casa Systems’ co-located tables at CableLabs Summer Conference to see the live demo and join Steve Marsh, Intraway’s CTO, on Monday, August 6, 2018 2:45 - 3:00 p.m.. You can also visit www.intraway.com/vCCAP-orchestration to learn more about the project.

About Intraway
Managing over 55 million devices deployed in 22 countries over three continents, our Fulfillment and Assurance solutions help operators create the network of the future, today. By unleashing the full potential of telecom networks, Intraway’s standards-based approach add the latest, cutting-edge functionalities to speed up time-to-market, reduce operational costs and advance customer-centricity. For more information, please visit www.intraway.com

About Casa Systems, Inc.
Casa Systems, Inc. (Nasdaq: CASA) delivers converged broadband technology solutions that enable mobile, cable and fixed network service providers to meet the growing demand for gigabit bandwidth and services. Our suite of distributed and virtualized solutions for fixed and mobile 5G ultra-broadband networks are engineered for performance, flexibility, and scale. Commercially deployed in over 70 countries, Casa serves more than 450 Tier 1 and regional service providers worldwide. For more information, please visit us at http://www.casa-systems.com
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